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Outline 

•  Why am I here? 

•  Introducing the IETF 

•  Data! 

•  An emergent community... 
–  Some ideas and NLP applications 
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Why am I here? 
•  Motivation to collaborate with LTG: 

–  “When I learned electrical engineering, I did not learn how a Sony speaker 
is built. I learned Maxwell’s equations.”   (John Day, Boston University) 

–  Academic teaching should be focused on why, rather than 
ending with what and how. 

•  Understanding why can let us understand 
basic principles 
–  Principles are not taught enough 

in networking 
–  Important when designing 

something new! 

Typical IETFer 
( I googled: “random bearded old man”) 

We’ve tried this 
before. It’s a bad idea. 
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Example: TCP packet header 

Why in bytes? 

Why 16 bit long? 

Why 16 bit, and 
why not a relative 
credit? 

Why invented, 
why abandoned? 

Is this even needed? And 
why not CRC? 

If you don’t know the answers, how will you design TCPv2 ? 
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The answers are out there... 

•  TCP is a standard  (specified in prose) 
–  People agreed on it 
–  Yes, some agreements happened at in-person meetings, but 

with recorded meeting minutes 
–  Otherwise, everything is text! 

•  Mailing lists 
•  Recently: github 

•  Older spec versions also tell a story 
–  Often, motivation (“why”!) included and later removed 

•  So much text!  J 
–  Time to take a closer look at the IETF 
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Internet Engineering Task Force 
https://www.ietf.org  

•  Standardization body in charge of Internet specifications 
–  All open, all free, only on-site participation costs money 
–  Specifications are called Request For Comments (RFC) 
–  This is a historic name. Today, nobody wants your comments! 

•  About RFCs: 
–  Numbered, currently > 9000 
–  Unchangeable, but RFC X can replace or update RFC Y 
–  Status: Internet Standard, Proposed Standard, Experimental, 

Informational, Best Current Practice, Historic 
–  Published after IETF discussion by the RFC Editor 
    https://www.rfc-editor.org/  

... true before 
Covid  L 
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IETF standard development 

•  Organized in Areas, containing Working Groups (WGs) 
–  Charter describes what a WG does (always: develop RFCs), with milestones 

•  Proposals begin as Internet-drafts (I-Ds) 
–  Common to update before meetings (3 pear year), expire after 6 months 

     draft-welzl-taps-greatidea-00.txt 

 
 

     draft-ietf-taps-greatidea-07.txt 

An individual 
document, not a 

WG item (yet) 

The very first 
version 

Item of the TAPS WG WG item version 8; possibly many 
versions of preceding individual I-D 

... but it‘s 
meant for the 

TAPS WG 
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IETF Areas 

•  Applications and Real-Time Area (art) 
•  General Area (gen) 
•  Internet Area (int) 
•  Operations and Management Area (ops) 
•  Routing Area (rtg) 
•  Security Area (sec) 
•  Transport Area (tsv) 

•  Each area has two Area Directors (ADs) 
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Working Groups (WGs) 
•  Around 100 active 

–  Created when work deemed necessary, usually after 
“Birds of a Feather (BoF)” meetings 

–  Sometimes preceded by “Bar BoFs” 
–  E.g. TAPS WG: 1 Bar BoF + 2 BoFs, 

1 ½ years 
–  Closed or re-chartered when work 

is done 

•  Every WG has a mailing list and two chairs 
•  Usually, all WGs meet at every IETF meeting 

(3 times / year) 
•  Sometimes, extra online tools 

–  github recently common 

Yes, really like this. 
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IETF procedures 

•  Internet-drafts are published without review 
–  Usually followed by email to a fitting WG: “please consider this I-D” 
–  Good to contribute to ongoing work towards milestones, WGs are 

not usually open for random ideas 
–  E.g., new ideas for MPTCP CC. were brought to MPTCP WG, but 

the WG said “we’re done with this, hence no interest” 
–  What then? Sometimes hard to find a home... 

•  E.g., RGs (RGs) of the 
Internet Research Task Force can 
be a temporary home in some cases 
–  But RGs can also publish Experimental 

or Informational RFCs directly https://irtf.org  
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How do IETF discussions work? 

•  Online (email, more recently also github) 
+ 3 meetings per year 

•  Multiple years from I-D to RFC is normal 
•  “We reject kings, presidents and voting. We believe in 

rough consensus and running code.” 
•  What exactly is “rough consensus”? 

–  RFC 7282 ToC: “Lack of disagreement is more important than 
agreement”; “Rough consensus is achieved when all issues are 
addressed, but not necessarily accommodated”; “One hundred 
people for and five people against might not be rough 
consensus”; “Five people for and one hundred people against 
might still be rough consensus” 

–  Humming: to get an idea of opinions on yes/no questions 
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After “rough (WG) consensus” 

•  Working Group Last Call (WGLC), followed by 
•  IETF Last Call: various reviews (e.g. from sec) 

•  Then, Internet Engineering Steering Group 
(IESG) makes the final decision 
–  Consists of Area Directors (ADs) 

•  Then, RFC Editor 
–  Checks only for clarity, format conformance, language 
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There’s also the IAB 

•  “The Internet Architecture Board provides long-
range technical direction for Internet 
development, ensuring the Internet continues to 
grow and evolve as a platform for global 
communication and innovation.” 
–  https://www.iab.org 

•  Relevant IAB workshop: “Show me the numbers: 
Workshop on Analyzing IETF Data (AID), 2021” 
https://www.iab.org/activities/workshops/aid/ 
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Dear LTG... 

This is the moment you have been 
waiting for: 

DATA 
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Datatracker, ietfdata library 

•  Starting point for RFCs, Internet-drafts, meeting 
minutes, ....  IETF datatracker 
–  Web: https://datatracker.ietf.org 

•  Python access to datatracker: ietfdata library 
https://github.com/glasgow-ipl/ietfdata 
–  When downloading much data: MongoDB database 

instance used as cache 
–  Required when downloading mail archive 
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Mailing lists only 

•  Our SOLR database: used for master thesis by Cezary 
Jaskula: “Towards a Better Understanding of Internet 
Protocol Standardization An Analysis of the IETF Email 
Archives” 
–  Thesis: https://www.duo.uio.no/handle/10852/87275 
–  Paper: 

https://folk.universitetetioslo.no/michawe/research/publications/
ccr2021.pdf 

–  github (incl. toolchain to create / update database): 
–  https://github.com/CezaryRJ/Master_code/ 

•  BigBang: http://datactive.github.io/bigbang/ 
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What are people doing with this? 
 

What else might be interesting? 
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A small emergent community 
•  sodestream project:  https://sodestream.github.io/ 

“This project aims to develop methods to improve distributed decision 
making in large organisations, using a combination of natural language 
processing and social network analysis.” 
–  PI Matthew Purver, Queen Mary University of London 
–  Plus several networkers: Gareth Tyson, Colin Perkins, ... 
–  Done some design on how RFCs should be written (making ascii 

header “diagrams” easier to parse) 
–  IMC’21 paper on RFC deployment 

•  Some people at the University of Amsterdam 
(BigBang software) 
–  Niels ten Oever https://nielstenoever.net 
–  “Niels tries to understand how invisible infrastructures provide a socio-

technical ordering to information societies and how this influences the 
distribution of wealth, power, and possibilities.” 

IRTF chair 

Ex-chair of Human Rights 
Protocol Considerations RG 
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A small emergent community  /2 

•  Also, some other participants of the aforementioned IAB workshop 

•  Focus procedural - what can we say about the IETF per se? 
–  E.g.: Consensus?  Participants?  (who is influential? ..) 
–  Value of various collaboration approaches (physical meetings vs online 

meetings, ...) 

•  Much can already be answered via relatively simple database queries 

•  Only one paper (AFAIK) does something completely different: 
Jane Yen, Tamás Lévai, Qinyuan Ye, Xiang Ren, Ramesh Govindan, and 
Barath Raghavan: “Semi-automated protocol disambiguation and code 
generation”. In Proceedings of ACM SIGCOMM 2021 
‒  https://dl.acm.org/doi/10.1145/3452296.3472910 
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NLP starting point: domain adaptation 
(IETF-Bert?) 
Email example: 
> In the column - if the IP ECN is bleached, why disable response 
to CE (if that is unlike to come back, as long as the session 
traverses the bleaching path)? A "NR" seems more logical here in 
case of path changes?  
[BB] The thinking was that, if an ECT SYN becomes Not-ECT, then 
subsequently the sender only sends Not-ECT data, if that becomes 
CE, it seems pretty likely that is not a real congestion marking, 
whether there's a path change or not (because Not-ECT should 
remain Not-ECT). 

RFC example: 
A blocked sender is not required to send STREAM_DATA_BLOCKED or 
DATA_BLOCKED frames.  Therefore, a receiver MUST NOT wait for a 
STREAM_DATA_BLOCKED or DATA_BLOCKED frame before sending a 
MAX_STREAM_DATA or MAX_DATA frame; doing so could result in the 
sender being blocked for the rest of the connection.  Even if the 
sender sends these frames, waiting for them will result in the 
sender being blocked for at least an entire round trip. 
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What can we do?  Some example ideas 

•  Tools that help Internet-draft authors 
–  Check for RFC 2119 keywords: should they be capitalized? 

E.g., consider this definition in RFC 2119: “1. MUST:   This word, 
or the terms "REQUIRED" or "SHALL", mean that the definition 
is an absolute requirement of the specification.” 

–  Check for technical clarity: can this be said in simpler words?  
(avoid double negation, etc.) 

•  Auto-collect “needed research” 
–  Statements like “such packets are always dropped by 

middleboxes” could mean: measurements needed! 
–  Consider this example: “I think it may be possible to do some 

experiments before we publish the doc as a PS if it's not too 
complicated.” 
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IETF-procedural ideas involving NLP 

•  Sentiment analysis: are discussions more or less 
efficient when people get emotional? 

•  Detect wheel re-invention: has a discussion happened 
before, could we help designers learn from the past? 

•  Bias detection: are there special kinds of biases? Certain 
issues always being solved in the same way perhaps?  
Or, e.g.: “cross-layering” is always a bad idea? 
–  Will certain suggestions always be turned away because they 

are perceived as bad? 
–  Can we auto-generate a list of “failure reasons”? 
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Would this be feasible? 

Why in bytes? 

Why 16 bit long? 

Why 16 bit, and 
why not a relative 
credit? 

Why invented, 
why abandoned? 

Is this even needed? And 
why not CRC? 

The number of bits 
was never discussed. 

Click here to see 
the bytes vs 
packets debate. 

The checksum choice 
was explained in this 
earlier spec version. 

Click here to see 
the design 
rationale. Why 
abandoned? See 
RFC 6093. 

No discussion of 
design alternatives 
found. 
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The end 
 

Questions? 


